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SUMMARY

This desk-based assessment has been prepared by Oxford Archaeology North (OA
North) for Kingsfold Developments in accordance with a verbal brief from Lancashire
County Archaeological Service (LCAS) in response to Kingsfold Developments’
proposed development of the former Sharoe Green Hospital, Fulwood, Preston (NGR
SD 53930 31640; Planning Reference 064/2005/0182). The purpose of the report is to
highlight the historical and archaeological potential of the 3.74ha site and its environs.
The site plot is immediately to the north of the New Preston Union Workhouse, but
includes the nineteenth-century complex of hospital buildings attached to the
workhouse, and which subsequently became the core of the Sharoe Green Hospital. It
is also in proximity to the probable junction of two Roman roads and the field of the
1648 Civil War Battle of Preston.

The assessment was researched and written in July 2006 and included visits to the
development site and to research facilities in Preston, comprising the Sites and
Monuments Record (SMR), the Lancashire County Record Office (LRO), and the
Harris Library; OA North’s own extensive library in Lancaster was also consulted. In
total, 62 sites were identified within a 1km search radius, centred on the workhouse. A
range of site-types and periods is represented and these sites have been assessed for
their archaeological significance in accordance with the criteria laid out in Annex 4 of
Planning Policy Guidance 16 (PPG 16; DoE 1990).

The New Preston Union Workhouse was built between 1865-8 to provide shelter and
work for the destitute of the Preston region.  It had capacity for 1,500 inmates whom
on entry were segregated by sex and age and forced to undertake menial and strenuous
labour. This resulted in the splitting of families and indignation amongst the
workhouse population, who bitterly resented the establishment.  Few records survive
pertaining to the Preston Workhouse and to its population. Such institutions were
ultimately the result of the urban expansion of the era, which in the Preston region
chiefly accompanied the growth of the cotton industry, with the sporadic job security
it provided. In 1932 the hospital complex at the rear of the workhouse was separated-
off to become the Sharoe Green Hospital. Considerable redevelopment of the hospital
occurred in the latter half of the twentieth century, subsuming the late nineteenth-
century structures at its centre.

A previous visit by LCAS established that the derelict structures within the
development area were too dangerous to record, whilst the walkover survey
undertaken as part of the present research indicates that the present scheme of
demolition has removed deeply-founded and cellared structures across much of the
site. The scope for further archaeological work is, therefore, limited: a watching brief
is recommended on any groundworks to be undertaken within any previously
undisturbed parts of the western and south-western areas of the site which may
coincide with the little-known route of the Wigan to Lancaster Roman road (Site 58)
and of any associated settlement. Any surviving archaeology should then be dealt with
in accordance with the guidelines outlined in English Heritage’s The Management of
Archaeological Projects, Second Edition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUMSTANCES OF PROJECT

1.1.1 Following proposals by Kingsfold Developments for the development of the
former Sharoe Green Hospital, Fulwood, Preston (NGR SD 53930 31640;
Planning Reference 064/2005/0182; Fig 1), Lancashire County Archaeology
Service (LCAS) determined that a desk-based assessment was necessary to
inform the historical context and archaeological potential of the site. Following
a verbal consultation, Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) produced a
project design to meet the requirements of LCAS (Appendix 1) and was duly
appointed by Kingsfold Developments to undertake the necessary work.

1.1.2 The desk-based assessment, undertaken in June and July 2006, comprised a
search of both published and unpublished records held by the Lancashire Sites
and Monuments Record (SMR), Preston, the Lancashire County Record Office
(LRO), Preston, the Harris Library, Preston, and the archives and library held
at OA North. In addition, a walkover survey was carried out on the site of the
proposed development, in order to relate the landscape and surroundings to the
results of the desk-based assessment and to review the nature of the present
groundworks. This report sets out the results of the desk-based assessment in
the form of a short document, followed by a statement of the archaeological
potential and significance of those sites within and around the development
area, together with an assessment of the impact of the proposed development.
The significance criteria detailed in PPG 16 (DoE 1990) was employed during
the assessment.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 PROJECT DESIGN

2.1.1 A project design (Appendix 1) was submitted by OA North in response to the
request by LCAS for a desk-based assessment as part of the fulfilment of
Planning Condition 17. The project design was adhered to in full, and the work
was consistent with the relevant standards and procedures of the Institute of
Field Archaeologists, and generally accepted best practice.

2.2 DESK-BASED ASSESSMENT

2.2.1 As requested by LCAS, the study focus was the nineteenth-century institution
of the New Preston Union Workhouse complex, with a 1km search radius of
its environs to ascertain its wider archaeological and historical context. The
results were analysed using the Secretary of State’s criteria for assessing the
national importance of an ancient monument (DoE 1990).

2.2.2 Sites and Monuments Record (SMR): this is maintained at Preston by LCAS
and comprises a list of known archaeological sites within the county. Each site
identified within the 1km search radius is detailed in Section 4.

2.2.3 Lancashire County Record Office (LRO), Preston: the record office was
consulted for both primary and secondary sources. Original copies of the
historical maps relating to the area were consulted and a search was made for
other original documents (including original architectural plans) relating to the
workhouse.

2.2.4 Oxford Archaeology North: OA North has an extensive archive of secondary
sources relevant to the study area, as well as numerous unpublished client
reports on work carried out both as OA North and in its former guise of
Lancaster University Archaeological Unit (LUAU). These were consulted
where necessary.

2.2.5 Harris Library, Preston: a search was made of secondary source material.

2.3 SITE WALKOVER

2.3.1 A walkover survey of the site was made on 5th July 2006 and noted the present
condition of the development site, including any areas of disturbance or
archaeological potential.

2.4 ARCHIVE

2.4.1 A full professional archive has been compiled in accordance with the project
design (Appendix 1), and in accordance with current IFA and English Heritage
guidelines (English Heritage 1991). The paper and digital archive will be
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deposited with the LRO on completion of the project, and a copy of the report,
together with an index to the archive, will be submitted to the SMR.
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3. BACKGROUND

3.1 LOCATION, TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

3.1.1 The site occupies a 3.74 ha plot, north of the centre of modern Preston, to the
west of Sharoe Green Lane and immediately to the north of the Conservation
Area of the New Preston Union Workhouse. This location is on a slight rise set
above the lower ground of the Savick Brook, which runs to the north of the
site.

3.1.2 The solid geology in this area is Permo-Triassic New Red Sandstone overlaid
by Pleistocene drift deposits of reddish-brown smooth, and virtually stoneless,
boulderclay (Broadhurst 1985; Kear 1985).

3.2 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

3.2.1 Prehistoric Period: from 6000 BC Mesolithic hunter-gatherer activity in the
North-West region is increasingly evidenced from the pollen record. Direct
evidence from Preston includes a mattock, fashioned from red deer antler,
found on the bank of the Ribble and dated to c 5400 BC (Hunt 2003, 15). The
enigmatic nineteenth-century Preston Dock finds also evidence prehistoric
activity, with recent radiocarbon dates ranging between c 3820 BC to AD 890
The finds were made 20 feet below the modern ground surface and include a
Neolithic greenstone axe and Bronze Age spearhead, together with finds of
human skulls, and the bones of deer, cattle, horse and sheep. Two log-boats
were also recovered from the vicinity (Fishwick 1900, 3ff; Hunt 2003, 16-7).
Elsewhere in Preston very little prehistoric activity has been recorded, and
none confirmed in the vicinity of the present development site. The exception
may be Site 10, the earthworks at the Preston Golf Club, to the north of the
site, and suggestive of a possible ‘promontory fort’ (Section 4; Welsh 1992).
This identification is, however, uncorroborated by other evidence.

3.2.2 Roman: the evidence for contemporary occupation in Preston itself is
relatively sparse, though the wider region, at such sites as Ribchester and
Kirkham, has demonstrated a considerable Roman heritage. Forts were built at
both sites in the first century AD, probably as part of the military conquest of
the North-West (Buxton and Howard-Davis 2000; Howard Davis and Buxton
2000).

3.2.3 Fulwood’s location at the approximate junction of two Roman roads would
indicate a possible focus for contemporary activity. The Ribchester to
Kirkham Roman road (Margary 703: 1957, 106-7), is confidently identified
with the east/west line of Watling Street, at the point at which it enters the
Fulwood district. Traces of the original agger (road foundation) are apparent
along the route to both the east and west. To the east, the 1849 First Edition
Ordnance Survey (OS) map indicates (as a double broken line) its course
between Mill Bank and Plungington House, while its westward direction is
shown to underlie the Fulwood barracks (Fig 7). It is likely that at this time the
road was still visible as a raised earthwork.
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3.2.4 Recent excavations along the line of the Watling Street road have
demonstrated variable preservation. An evaluation in 1995, 3km to the east of
the current site, revealed a well-preserved cambered cobbled and gravelled
road surface almost 9m in width (LUAU 1995). Conversely, in 2002,
excavations off Longridge Road, several km to the east of the present study
site, demonstrated no survival of the road, which had probably been destroyed
by railway and road development (OA North 2002).

3.2.5 The line of the Wigan to Lancaster Roman road (Margary 70d: 1957, 108), is
less certain. The straight course of the present A6, north of Fulwood, probably
partially preserves that of the Roman road, but this is unconfirmed by modern
excavation. A mid-eighteenth-century report records the finding of the road
during the development of Lower Bank Road ‘about halfway between Withy
Trees [public house] and Fulwood Barracks’. The exact location of this find is
unknown, but such a trajectory would potentially place its course within the
current development plot (Knight 1986; Iles 2006).

3.2.6 Direct evidence of Roman occupation from Preston itself is limited. It includes
part of a mortarium vessel found in a pit on New Hall Lane (Hunt 2003, 16)
and coin finds, such as those recently discovered at the Ladywell Shrine,
Fernyhalgh Lane (Fishwick 1900, 7-8; Hunt 2003, 18; OA North 2004).

3.2.7 Early medieval: the post-Roman period is not well-evidenced in Lancashire.
The etymology of waterways in the region, including the Savick Brook and
River Ribble, suggest an initial occupation by indigenous British populations.
Subsequent Anglo-Saxon cultural influence in the early medieval period (sixth
to ninth centuries), if not actual population displacement, is suggested by
place-names, including Preston, ‘the town of the priest’ and Fishwick, ‘fish
market’ (Hunt 2003, 31).

3.2.8 In AD 670, grants of ‘the lands by the Ribble’ were made to Wilfrid’s abbey at
Ripon, which may have included the Preston region, by this time part of the
Anglo-Saxon Kingdom of Northumbria (Fishwick 1900, 8; Farrer and
Brownbill 1912, 72; Hunt 2003, 31). The likelihood of settlement at this
period in the Fulwood district may be, however, doubted; the compound place-
name ful(e)-wude, which first appears in a twelfth-century document,
preserves the Anglo-Saxon elements fūl, meaning marshy or foul, and wudu,
literally wood (Ekwald 1922, 148). The Sharoe place-name is not recorded
before the early sixteenth-century, but again probably has an Anglo-Saxon
origin. The name is a compound of the Old English element scaru and haughr.
The former denotes a boundary and the latter a hill or ridge (Ekwald 1922,
147). The ‘boundary’ aspect is particularly significant given the suspected
proximity to the site of the Wigan to Lancaster Roman road (Section 3.2.5):
Roman roads were often employed as boundaries in early Anglo-Saxon land
charters. Hence, Sharoe Green Lane, which forms the eastern limit of the site,
and is apparent in the earliest maps for the region, may preserve the memory
of an ancient boundary (Fig 3).

3.2.9 Preston’s regional significance by the time of the Norman Conquest is attested
by its position as the head of the Amounderness Hundred (Farrer and
Brownbill 1912, 99ff). The Hundred (the territorial delimitation that preceded
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the borough) is first recorded in King Aethelstan’s gift of land to St Peter’s
church, York, dated c 930 (Fishwick 1900, 10). At the time of the 1086
Domesday survey the Hundred was registered as part of Yorkshire, a legacy of
its Northumbrian heritage, being held prior to the conquest by the ill-fated Earl
Tosti. William the Conqueror bestowed the territory upon Roger de Poitou.
Preston’s part in the resistance against Norman rule and its subsequent
suppression may be suggested by the Domesday record of few inhabitants and
wasted towns (Fishwick 1900, 11).

3.2.10 Late medieval: Preston was granted Royal Borough status in a charter of the
early twelfth century, issued by Roger de Poitou (Knight 1986). Following
Roger’s part in the rebellion against Henry I, the borough, part of the Honour
of Lancaster, was forfeited to the Crown. The Honour remained under royal
control until its alienation during the fifteenth-century Wars of the Roses.

3.2.11 For much of the later medieval period Fulwood was a royal forest within the
Honour. Though originally extending further, Watling Street formed its
southern extent by the thirteenth century (Hunt 2003, 34-5). In the Norman
period, Crown hunting rights in royal forests were formalised, but from the
early thirteenth-century reign of King John (1199-1216) successive medieval
rulers granted common rights of pasturage and the right to collect wood for
fuel and timber within the forest (Fishwick 1900, 18-9; Hunt 2003, 34-5). This
led to the gradual clearance of the woodland and, by 1346, there were nine
farmsteads within the boundaries of the forest (Hunt 1992). In 1253 King
Henry III also granted 324ha of moorland to the burgesses of Preston, which
may be the origin of the Moor Park (Anon nda; Site 12).

3.2.12 The medieval settlement of Preston seems to have developed only gradually in
the period, with the North-West as a whole a relative economic backwater. In
the early fourteenth century the town comprised thatched timber dwellings
with unpaved streets surrounding the market. In the same period the town was
subject to sporadic Scottish raids, and was razed in 1322. Nor did Preston
escape the ravages of the bubonic plaque, with outbreaks recorded in the town
and its environs in 1349-50, 1361 and 1369 (Hunt 2003, 31-2). Towards the
end of the medieval period the textile trade in wool and linen had become
established in the town: by 1720 cloth production was the largest profession in
the locality (ibid 2003, 49). This legacy was to have a profound effect upon
Preston’s development as it entered the era of the Industrial Revolution.

3.2.13 Post-medieval: in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Preston emerged as
a prosperous legal and administrative centre, attracting the residences of local
aristocracy and professionals (Morgan 1990, 27). But it was also a focus for
conflict; during the English Civil War, battles were fought in and around the
town. During the First Civil War, Preston was taken by the Parliamentarians in
February 1643, to be recaptured by the Cavaliers in June (Hunt 2003, 35-6). A
second confrontation took place during the Second Civil War, when the Battle
of Preston (Site 62) was fought on 17th August 1648. A Royalist force
commanded by the Marquis of Langdale was stationed on Ribbleton Moor, in
the vicinity of the later Fulwood Barracks (Site 03), to protect the east flank of
a larger army of Scots raised by the Duke of Hamilton. At the time of the
battle Hamilton’s force, marching south to meet the king, was dispersed across
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a wide swathe of Lancashire. Cromwell’s Parliamentarian force approached
from Wetherby and attacked the Scots at the vulnerable crossing point on the
River Ribble. Fighting was widespread across the region, and the Cavaliers
were driven back through Preston. In the night and day manoeuvres that
followed, in almost continuous rain, the Royalist cause was destroyed and
dispersed across the Midlands: Hamilton and Langdale were both captured and
eventually beheaded (Hardwick 1882). A hoard of sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century silver coins (Site 07) found on Fulwood Moor in 1812 may be
considered a reflection of the economic and political insecurity felt in the
region in the period (Taylor 1966, 47-8).

3.2.14 Another conflict was fought around the Preston environs during the Jacobite
Rebellion of 1715. A Scottish force took the town in September, and
proclaimed for ‘James III’ on 9th November. Following the intervention of an
English army there was house-to-house fighting in the town before the
Jacobites surrendered (Hunt 2003, 36-7).

3.2.15 In the eighteenth century there is growing evidence for the recreational use of
the lands surrounding Preston. Yates’ map of 1786 illustrates two horse racing
tracks (Fig 3).  That on Fulwood Moor (Site 56) was established by Lord
Derby in 1786, closing in 1833. A second course, denoted as the ‘Old Race
Ground’ on Greenwood’s map of 1818 (Fig 4), was run on Preston Moor by
the Preston Cooperation, but this closed in 1791 (Knight 1986). The Moor
(Site 12) was maintained as a public landscape, being created as a park in
1833-5. Both maps also demonstrate the extent of the forest clearances on
Fulwood Moor by the post-medieval period.

3.2.16 A number of buildings are also known from the seventeenth and eighteenth
century in the region. The still extant Fulwood Hall, to the north-east of the
development site (but outside the 1km search radius), was built in 1639 as the
seat of the wealthy Clayton Family, known to have once owned the
development site, at least in part (Section 3.3.5). Another is Wrigan House
(Site 06), which no longer survives, and was situated to the north of the
current site.

3.2.17 The Enclosure Act for Fulwood was passed in 1817, by which time only
pockets of woodland survived. The resulting regularisation of the road
network, with the line of the Roman road employed for Watling Street, is
apparent between the time of Yates’ 1786 map and that of Greenwood (1818),
and Henet (1828-9) (Figs 3-5). The 1847 Tithe Map and 1849 First Edition OS
(Figs 6 and 7) show clearly the results of this partition of the former common
lands of Fulwood.

3.2.18 The Industrial Revolution brought dramatic change to Preston and ultimately
Fulwood. The town became a centre for cotton production with 75 mills
constructed in the vicinity by 1857. To meet the new demand for labour the
population expanded from 10,000 in 1800, to 70,000 in 1850, and 110,000 in
1900 (Hunt 2003, 50). Such population trends necessitated unprecedented
urban expansion in England’s new industrial centres, with slum housing built
to accommodate the workers and their families.  Quality of life deteriorated as
disease manifested in the slums and infant mortality increased. This was
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matched by hazards in the factory, emanating from dangerous machinery, long
work hours and irregular employment. Social deprivation and resentment
against such conditions resulted in sporadic revolts amongst the workers. A
Chartist movement was formed in Preston in the 1830s and organised strikes
followed in 1838 (Hunt 1992, 184). In the Preston region, gatherings were
frequently centred on the Moor, with demands for increased wages and
improved working conditions. The military and police were frequently
employed to disperse such uprisings, which occasionally turned violent and
forced the closure of mills (ibid). In 1842 twelve Chartist protestors were shot
in Preston by the military who invoked the Riot Act (ibid). The following year
work was begun on the construction of Fulwood Barracks (Site 03) on the
Moor: its siting is unlikely to have been coincidental. The barracks housed a
regiment of infantry, two troops of cavalry and forty-six artillerymen
(approximately 1200 men in total) (Douet 1998; OA North 2005).

3.2.19 The New Preston Union Workhouse (Plate 1): the institution of the union
workhouse came into being as a result of the Poor Law Amendment Act of
1834. It replaced the outdated provisions of Gilbert’s Act of 1782, which had
come under increasing stress due to the enormous changes brought about by
the social and economic upheavals of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
Industrial Revolution (Reid 1994, 2). The New Preston Union Workhouse
itself was built in 1865-8 to house and provide work for up to 1,500 people.

3.2.20 The basic premise, to shelter and work-enable the destitute, had actually
existed in Preston since 1674, when at the behest of the mayor a barn was
provided at Syke’s Hill, near Avenham, by Thomas Jopson, in which vagrants
were put to spinning. In 1777 it could accommodate 90 inmates (Sharrock
1977; Birtles 1979; Higginbotham 2006). By the late eighteenth century, poor
relief in Preston was regularly organised and managed by the parish church of
St John’s. However, to meet the growing problem of penury in the town,
occasioned by the burgeoning population, a second workhouse, known as ‘The
Moor,’ was built off Deepdale Road in 1788, which by 1848 housed 430
inmates (ibid). By the time of the 1834 Poor Law seven other workhouses also
existed in the region: at Penwortham (erected 1796); Walton-Le-Dale (1796);
Longton (1821); Ribchester (1823); Woodplumpton (1824); Hutton (1825);
and Howick (1827) (Sharrock 1977, 2; Birtles 1979; Higginbotham 2006).

3.2.21 The Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834, after a short period of protest, came
into being in Preston in 1838, with the requisite election of a board of 35
guardians charged with the administration of 28 surrounding parishes
(organised into four districts) (Proctor 1965). Opposition focused on the
closure of other local workhouses and the strict tenet of the new law. It was
the assertion of the 1834 Act that poor relief be centralised in large
workhouses with conditions made ‘less eligible’ to discourage the idle.
Inmates were to be divided by sex, age, and physical ability, forced to wear
workhouse clothing and undertake menial chores and physical labour. In
practice this resulted in the splitting of families, and a stripping away of
dignity, which unsurprisingly resulted in a bitter resentment. It was the belief
that the harshness of the workhouse would result in the greater industry of the
physically able and, by the implementation of a school system for the children,
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a greater education for the destitute, thus reforming the moral character of the
lowest elements of Victorian society (Reid 1994, 2-3).

3.2.22 The aim of a single large workhouse for the Preston Union to replace all others
in the region was implemented in 1865 when work began on the New Preston
Union Workhouse at the junction of Watling Street and Sharoe Green Lane
(Site 01). The T-plan building was designed by Leigh Hall of Boulton in an
Italian style, in Longridge stone and red brick, with a central clock tower. The
proposed cost was £30,000, though by 1870 the interest on the loan brought
the total to £87,761 (Plate 1; Fig 8). It was designed to accommodate 1,500
inmates and was opened by Judge Thomas Addison in 1868 (Birtles 1979).
One week prior to the opening inmates were transferred to the new workhouse
from the other recently closed institutions in the region, with the exception of
that at Ribchester, which remained open as a lunatic asylum (Sharrock 1977,
3; Birtles 1979; Farrell 1979; Torr 1997; Higginbotham 2006).

3.2.23 In the decades that followed its opening, a further complex of buildings was
added at the rear of the workhouse. These formed the core of what from 1932
became the Sharoe Green Hospital and are currently being demolished ahead
of the current development. These were an Infectious Diseases Hospital (built
1871), a Casuals’ Ward (1872), the Jascon Wing (1882), a hospital porter’s
lodge and a General Hospital (post-1882?) (Fig 8). The identification of these
buildings from the 1893 First Edition OS is largely based on oral testimony
collected by another researcher (Torr 1997) and cannot, therefore, be
considered wholly exact.

3.2.24 Few records for the workhouse survive, and no architectural plans. Previous
studies suggest that they were destroyed in the early twentieth century
(Sharrock 1977, 5; Farrell 1979). Those that remain are the Guardian’s
Minutes (1838-1930), two Registers of Births (1868-93), one Register of
Baptisms, two Chaplain’s Report Books (1926), and the 1881 Census for the
New Union Workhouse. Besides these documentary sources, informal oral
histories have informed a number of past studies, particularly regarding the
internal organisation of the workhouse. Later documents at the LRO detail the
increasing early twentieth-century use of the establishment as a psychiatric
hospital.

3.2.25 The minutes and oral testimony allow a partial reconstruction of the layout and
construction of the workhouse (Torr 1997; Fig 8), but a full discussion of the
social history revealed by these records is not possible here, and so a summary
only is provided. Upon entry the inmates were classified and segregated into
different dormitories. This partition was maintained during work and
recreation with separate yards, each with its own plunge bath. Discipline was
maintained by the provision of underground punishment cells and refractory
buildings and yards.  The Casuals’ Ward was built to accommodate tramps
who would periodically receive poor relief in exchange for hard labour (ibid).
The workhouse was designed, at least in part, to be self-sufficient, with
vegetable plots, 18 acres of ground for arable crops, an orchard, and a piggery
(Birtles 1979; Torr 1997). The building was heated by four coal-fired steam
boilers and the rooms were gas lit (Torr 1997). The greatest number of inmates
recorded was in 1871, at a total of 1,041 (ibid). The Register of Births records
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on average 5-6 births per month, though with frequent still-births. A
proportion at least were the babies of local prostitutes, many of whom had
themselves been raised in the workhouse, and who returned there repeatedly to
give birth (Sharrock 1977, 5).  The 1881 census reveals that alongside lunatics,
tailors and labourers, the majority of the destitute were unemployed textile
workers: a testament to the precarious job security experienced by the worker
population of the surrounding mill industry (Higginbotham 2006).

3.2.26 In the latter part of the nineteenth century and into the early twentieth century,
against a background of emerging external charitable bodies, the moral
recognition of the status of unemployment, and political calls for reform,
workhouse populations declined. In 1913 it was declared that union
workhouses be renamed ‘poor law institutions’, and a year later the First
World War broke out, nationally reducing workhouse numbers to their lowest
in two centuries (Reid 1994, 4-5). In line with these trends, in 1928 the New
Preston Union Workhouse was renamed the ‘Fulwood Institution’ (labelled
‘Poor Law Institution’ on the 1932 OS map) and in 1932 the complex was
split, with the auxiliary hospitals and wards at the rear becoming the core of
the new Sharoe Green Hospital. In the interim, until the NHS took charge of
the main institution in 1948, renaming it ‘The Civic Hostel,’ the old
workhouse served as a psychiatric hospital. It was subsequently a Homeless
Family Unit until 1972, when following its sale to Lancashire Health
Authority, it became a home for the elderly. Today it is the Preston Business
Centre.

3.3 MAP REGRESSION ANALYSIS

3.3.1 The Lancashire County Record Office (LRO), Preston, was consulted for
maps and plans to provide information of the historical context and
development of the site and its environs. The maps consulted range in date
from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries and include the full range of OS
maps. The earliest available tithe map was also consulted. The most relevant
of these sources are reproduced in Figures 3-11.

3.3.2 Yates’ Map of Lancashire, 1786 (Fig 3): this is the earliest available
cartographic source for the site search area that is adequately detailed for
regression analysis.  The map pre-dates the 1817 Enclosure Act for Fulwood
and the regularisation of the road network and boundary system this
occasioned. Hence, Watling Street had not yet been formalised as a public
thoroughfare and it is, therefore, absent from the plan. Its line is demonstrable,
however, in the long and straight field boundary to the east of the Fulwood
Moor race course (Site 56), and in the angled crook in the road connecting
Ingoll and Preston, immediately to the south of Cadeley Moor. Indeed, it is
likely that the road survived in some form at this time, either as an earthwork
or track. The antiquity, and relatively straight course, of Sharoe Green Lane is
also indicated. The cartographic illustration suggests that much of Preston
Moor and Fulwood Moor at this time was scrubland, although at least still
partially wooded. The presence of the race courses, however, indicates that the
woodland cannot have been dense.  The town of Preston at this time was still
small, and surrounded by villages and hamlets, which now represent the City’s
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familiar districts; including Sharrah Green, Fulwood Row, Fishwick and
Ribbleton. Fulwood Hall is also annotated to the north of the Fulwood Moor
race course. A small number of buildings are shown immediately to the west
of the current development plot, which it would appear at this time was
undeveloped.

3.3.3 Greenwood’s Map of Lancashire, 1818 (Fig 4): this map shows the landscape
in the early stages of enclosure. The road system has been considerably
formalised, with Watling Street and Sharoe Green Lane, although unnamed,
both clearly evident. The map suggests that the Fulwood Moor was no longer
scrubland, with only pockets of woodland remaining, though it is difficult to
be sure to what extent such details are stylistic. Preston Moor is, however, still
suggested as heathland. The buildings to the east of the development plot are
still apparent, but would appear to lie beyond the current site. The line of the
current A6, to the west of the development site, is shown, though at this time it
still diverted to take in Cadeley Moor and its middle section had not yet been
joined. Nevertheless, the straight trajectory implied, including the trackway
shown on Preston Moor, would support its possible identification with the line
of the Wigan to Lancaster Roman road (Site 58); though other arguments have
suggested its route lies to the east of the current road and possibly within the
development plot (Section 3.2.5).

3.3.4 Henet’s Map of the County of Palatine of Lancaster, 1828-9 (Fig 5): Henet’s
map shows considerably more woodland remaining in Fulwood than was
implied by Greenwood’s map and that by this date the line of the A6 had now
been joined. A number of new buildings are at this time indicated to the south
of the Savick Brook and adjacent to Sharoe Green Lane and, considering the
incomplete accuracy of this map, may possibly lie within the north-eastern
part of the development area.

3.3.5 Tithe Schedule for Fulwood, 13th May 1847 (Fig 6): this is the earliest
cartographic source to show clearly the original enclosure boundary system
relating to the current site. The accompanying book of rent-charges shows that
the field within which the development site lies was managed by Richard Seed
Esq and was at the time undeveloped, being used for arable production. Its
measurements are recorded at 17 acres, 1 rood and 7 perches (equivalent to
86,031m² or 8.6 hectares). The rent due was £2, 4s 9d to the Vicar of
Lancaster, with a further 16s due to Henrietta Brown Clayton of Bristol. This
indicates that the land, or at least a portion of it, was still owned by relatives of
the Claytons of Fulwood Hall (Section 3.2.17). The tithe map also indicates
the buildings to the west of the site, first observed on Yates’ map, and shows
clearly that they lie outside the development site. The buildings shown to the
north-east in Henet’s map are not apparent, however, suggesting either that
their existence was temporary, or, that they were of no significance to the
Tithe Schedule and were, therefore, not depicted.

3.3.6 Ordnance Survey (OS) First Edition 6” to 1 mile, 1849 (Fig 7): the earliest
OS map of the area, it repeats the field enclosure system shown on the tithe
map. The newly constructed Fulwood barracks (Site 03) is shown to the east,
replacing the previous race course. Sites and monuments of historic interest
that are shown include Wrigan House to the north (Site 06), Fulwood Hall and
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the Preston Moor Stone Cross Pedestal to the south-east (Site 05).  The Withy
Inn (first apparent on Greenwood’s map) and Prince Albert Inn are also shown
at this time. A recurrent feature across the newly enclosed landscape at this
period are the clay marl pits excavated to condition the soil of the fields newly
turned over to agricultural use. One is shown within the field of the
development area, which must now underlie the New Preston Union
Workhouse building.

3.3.7 The newly formalised Watling Street is labelled ‘Roman Road’. Its ancient
course is indicated on the map to the east of the Withy Inn and beneath the
Fulwood barracks by a broken line, and to the south of Fulwood Hall Lane by
a tree-line.

3.3.8 OS First Edition 25” to 1 mile, 1893 (Fig 8): this is the earliest map source
for the ‘Preston Union Workhouse’, though it was built 23 years earlier than
the survey. The original T-plan workhouse building had by this time been
supplemented with the addition to its rear of the two hospital ranges, Jascon
Wing and Casuals’ Ward. The gardens at the front are shown to have been
landscaped with trees and promenades, with pathways indicated as broken
lines. Surrounding the workhouse was a series of demarcated yards for the
separated categories of inmates.

3.3.9 The environs of the workhouse had by this time undergone considerable urban
development. A large estate of houses was built between 1850 and 1890 to the
south of Watling Street and north of Fulwood Park. Also, further housing had
been constructed to the east and west of the workhouse. Many of the features
of this OS map have also been used to inform the SMR, including details of
wells, clay and sand quarries, schools, inns, hospitals and other features
(Section 4).

3.3.10 OS Second Edition 25” to 1 mile, 1912: this survey shows no significant
changes either within the workhouse grounds or their wider surroundings.

3.3.11 OS Third Edition 25” to 1 mile, 1932 (Fig 9): the map shows continued urban
development around the site though structural alterations within the grounds
themselves are limited to the addition of a car park at the rear of the
‘Hospital’. The main changes are in terms of terminology and use. The
workhouse had been renamed the ‘Poor Law Institution’ in 1918 (also known
as the Fulwood Institution) and is demarcated from the larger, now divided,
complex (on the map indicated by a bold black line). The conversion of the
separate complex, at the rear of the main T-plan workhouse, into a hospital is
apparent from the description, whilst the northern range of buildings was now
in use as a ‘Maternity Home’. These changes may be considered part of the
transformation of the complex into the Sharoe Green Hospital. It is first named
as such on the 1960-1 SD5431-2 OS 1:2,500 scale.

3.3.12 OS Fourth Edition 25” to 1 mile, 1938 (Fig 10): the map shows a number of
developments within the ‘Hospital’ grounds with a number of extensions to
the existing buildings (Fig 12).

3.3.13 OS SD53SW 1:10,000, 2001 (Fig 11): shows the full extent of the hospital
construction works in the second half of the twentieth century. The buildings
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of the workhouse hospital range had by this time either been demolished or
appear entirely subsumed within the wider NHS complex (Fig 12).

3.4 SITE WALKOVER

3.4.1 A site walkover was made on 5th July 2006. At the time of the visit demolition
works were on-going and the extent of the demolition works, together with
health and safety considerations, made it difficult to define exactly the degree
of ground truncation (Plate 2). This appeared greatest in relation to the eastern
and southern ranges of buildings, which demonstrated cellaring and
subterranean structures (Plates 3 and 4), relating to both the nineteenth- and
twentieth-century workhouse and hospital developments on the site. Where the
earth was exposed only natural boulderclay and post-medieval made-ground
was apparent. The central and western ranges were still standing at the time of
the site visit. Truncation was less severe in the northern range, where the
ground begins to drop away and appeared not to have been cellared. Only one
building, built between 1912 and 1932 of red brick construction, is being
maintained at the western limit of the site (Plate 5; Fig 12). No surface features
of potential archaeological interest were identified.

3.5 ARCHAEOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS

3.5.1 Fulwood Barracks Junior Ranks Accommodation, Preston, Lancashire:
Archaeological Desk-based Assessment and Watching Brief (OA North
2005): this assessment provides a useful overlap with the current study and
identifies a number of the same sites. It provides a comprehensive assessment
of the barracks and the race course which it replaced. The watching brief
revealed a number of the buildings depicted on the original architectural plans,
but did not uncover evidence for the suspected line of the Watling Street
Roman road or of the  race course.
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4. GAZETTEER OF SITES

Site number 01
Site name New Preston Union Workhouse
NGR SD 53980 31640
Site type Building complex
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 17011
Statutory Designation Listed Grade II
Sources Sharrock 1977; Birtles 1979; Farrell 1979; Torr 1997
Description  The workhouse was designed by Leigh Hall and built 1865-8 to

accommodate 1,500 inmates. It was constructed with a T-plan in red brick
and Longridge stone in an Italian style. Its internal organisation was designed
to separate adults and children, males and females, who were put to menial
and hard labour in order to discourage idleness. Between 1871 and 1882 a
further complex of wards and hospital buildings was added at the rear (south)
of the complex.  In 1918 it was renamed the Fulwood Institution. In 1932 the
main T-plan building was separated from the auxiliary hospital complex
which became the new Sharoe Green Hospital. In 1948 the main institution
was taken over by the NHS and renamed the Civic Hostel.

Assessment The main listed building of the workhouse stands immediately to the south of
the development site, but will not itself be developed. Any effect on this
structure is likely to be visual, although it can be argued that the progressive
development of the hospital throughout the twentieth century has already
affected the setting for this structure, and the nature of any future
development is unlikely to be less sympathetic. Other nineteenth-century
elements of the greater workhouse complex, comprising the two workhouse
hospitals, Jascon ward, Casuals’ ward and Porter’s lodge, that were later
subsumed within the Sharoe Green Hospital complex, are due to be
demolished.

Site number 02
Site name Gate Lodge, Harris Orphanage, Garstang Road
NGR  SD 53182 32272
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 13873
Statutory Designation Listed Grade II
Sources Anon ndb
Description  T-plan building constructed 1885-8 by Benjamin Sykes in the Vernacular

Revival Style, using Accrington red brick with sandstone dressings and a
Cumberland slate roof.

Assessment The building is situated to the north-east of the development area and will
not be affected.

Site number 03
Site name Fulwood Barracks
NGR  SD 54850 31650
Site type  Building Complex
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 17010
Statutory Designation Listed Grade II
Sources Hewitson 1883; Knight 1986; Hunt 1992; Douet 1998; OA North 2005
Description  The barrack complex was built in 1842-8 off Watling Street and is still in

use.
Assessment The complex is situated to the east of the development area and will not be

affected.
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Site number 04
Site name Grove House
NGR  SD 53625 30784
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 17090
Statutory Designation Listed Grade II
Sources Anon ndc
Description  A large detached house built in 1830. Red brick in Flemish bond with

sandstone dressings and hipped slate roof.
Assessment The building is situated to the south of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 05
Site name Preston Moor Cross Pedestal
NGR  SD 54210 31200
Site type  Stone cross
Period Medieval or post-medieval
SMR No 1689
Statutory Designation -
Sources Taylor 1906; OS 1849
Description  The stone cross base was 0.5m in height and of a roughly-hewn sub-

octagonal form. The cross is shown on the 1849 OS First edition at the
junction of Sherbourne Lane and Deepdale Road. In 1913 the stone cross
base was removed and re-erected with a modern Latin cross and inscription.

Assessment The site is situated to the south-east of the development area and will not be
affected.

Site number 06
Site name Wrigan House
NGR  SD 54147 32359
Site type  Building
Period Seventeenth century
SMR No 1690
Statutory Designation -
Sources Farrer and Brownbill 1912, 138
Description  The site of a seventeenth-century dwelling. The present building is

completely modern
Assessment The site is situated to the north of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 07
Site name Coin Hoard
NGR  SD 53000 32000
Site type  Hoard
Period Seventeenth century
SMR No 1702
Statutory Designation -
Sources Taylor 1966
Description  The hoard was found on Fulwood Moor in 1812 during housing

development. It comprised silver coins from the reigns of Edward VI,
Elizabeth I, James I and Charles I; as well as a crown of Philip IV of Spain.

Assessment The site is situated to the north-west of the development area and will not be
affected.
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Site number 08
Site name Crop Marks
NGR  SD 53900 31000
Site type  Crop marks
Period Undated
SMR No 3311
Statutory Designation -
Sources SMR Aerial Photograph 3311
Description  A series of linear and annular crop marks of unknown date and undefined

character visible within the Moor Park enclosure.
Assessment The site is situated to the south of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 09
Site name Mound
NGR  SD 54400 31500
Site type  Earthwork
Period Undated
SMR No 3907
Statutory Designation -
Sources SMR Aerial Photograph 3907
Description  A steep-sided flat-topped circular mound, approximately 30-40m diameter,

situated at Eaves Brook. The earthwork is of unknown date.
Assessment The site is situated to the southeast of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 10
Site name Earthwork
NGR  SD 54300 32400
Site type  Earthwork
Period Prehistoric?
SMR No 15249
Statutory Designation -
Sources Welsh 1992
Description  A series of ‘ditches’ and ‘banks’ identified as a possible prehistoric

promontory fort, located at Six Acres, off Sharoe Green Lane North; though
this is uncorroborated.

Assessment The site is situated to the north of the development area and will not be
affected.

Site number 11
Site name Earthwork
NGR  SD 54400 32000
Site type  Earthwork
Period Medieval?
SMR No 15259
Statutory Designation -
Sources Welsh 1992
Description  A possible ringwork of medieval date (though this is uncorroborated),

located off Fulwood Hall Lane.
Assessment The site is situated to the north-east of the development area and will not be

affected.
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Site number 12
Site name Moor Park
NGR  SD 54000 31000
Site type  Park
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 19123
Statutory Designation Listed Park Grade II
Sources Anon nda
Description  Created 1833-5, the park is reputed to be the first for which inalienable

public access was assured.
Assessment The site is situated to the south of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 13
Site name Earthwork
NGR  SD 54400 32000
Site type  Earthwork
Period Twentieth century?
SMR No 19130
Statutory Designation -
Sources Welsh 1992
Description  A series of earthworks identified as a possible gun platform (though this is

uncorroborated), located off Fulwood Hall Lane.
Assessment The site is situated to the north-east of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 14
Site name Vicarage
NGR  SD 53632 30703
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 19955
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  The building was located on the corner of Garstang Road and Thomas Street.

No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 15
Site name Well
NGR  SD 53538 31751
Site type  Well
Period Post-medeival
SMR No 20712
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  The well was located between 9 & 15 Highgate Close. No longer extant.
Assessment The site of the well lies outside and to the west of the development area and

will not be affected.

Site number 16
Site name Well
NGR  SD 54396 32100
Site type  Well
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 20713
Statutory Designation -
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Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  The well was located south of Clayton Cottage. No longer extant.
Assessment The site of the well lies outside and to the north-east of the development area

and will not be affected.

Site number 17
Site name Drinking Fountain
NGR  SD 53327 31460
Site type  Drinking fountain
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 20741
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  The drinking fountain was located opposite 166 Garstang Road. No longer

extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 18
Site name Post Office
NGR  SD 53315 31434
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21734
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Post Office at 167 Garstang Road
Assessment The building is situated to the west of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 19
Site name Well
NGR  SD 53508 30927
Site type  Well
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21823
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  The well was located at 85 Garstang Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 20
Site name Drinking Fountain
NGR  SD 53589  30965
Site type  Drinking Fountain
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21824
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  The drinking fountain was located near 87 Garstang Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.
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Site number 21
Site name Milestone
NGR  SD 53586 30758
Site type  Milestone
Period Post-medieval
SMR No 21825
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Milestone located at 61 Garstang Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 22
Site name Nursery
NGR  SD 53482 31381
Site type  Land
Period Post-medieval
SMR No 21826
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A tree nursery located at 2-22 Victoria Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 23
Site name Glasshouses
NGR  SD 53726 31474
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21827
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Glasshouses located at 47 Victoria Road and 27a Watling Street. No longer

extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 24
Site name Nursery
NGR  SD 54119 31362
Site type  Land
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21828
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A tree nursery located at 77-85 Lower Bank Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 25
Site name Nursery
NGR  SD 54248 31362
Site type  Land
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21829
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A tree nursery located at 95a and 97 Lower Bank Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.
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Site number 26
Site name Brick Field
NGR  SD 54168 31940
Site type  Land
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21830
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A field containing earthworks, associated with brick manufacture, situated at

Poole Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 27
Site name Aviary
NGR  SD 53458 31908
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21831
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  An Aviary located at 8 The Friars. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 28
Site name Brick Field
NGR  SD 53019 31481
Site type  Land
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 21863
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A field containing earthworks, associated with brick manufacture, situated at

Derby Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 29
Site name Observatory
NGR  SD 53204 31804
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22651
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Observatory at the rear of Brookvale
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 30
Site name Withy Trees Public House
NGR  SD 53259 31458
Site type  Building
Period Post-medieval
SMR No 22652
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Public House between 3 and 5 Lytham Road.
Assessment The building is situated to the west of the development area and will not be

affected.
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Site number 31
Site name Bowling Green
NGR  SD 53272 31414
Site type  Land
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22653
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Bowling green at the rear of the Withy Trees Public House.
Assessment The green is situated to the west of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 32
Site name Emmanuel Vicarage
NGR  SD 53220 31118
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22660
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A Vicarage at 316 Blackpool Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 33
Site name Clay pit
NGR  SD 53465 32066
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22785
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old clay pit at The Handcridge. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 34
Site name Clay pit
NGR  SD 53833 32062
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22786
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old clay pit east of William Temple Church of England School.
Assessment The quarry is situated to the north of the development area and will not be

affected.

Site number 35
Site name Clay pit
NGR  SD 53644 32026
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22787
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old clay pit at the rear of 15-17 Foregate. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.
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Site number 36
Site name Sand Pit
NGR  SD 53721 32000
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22788
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old sand pit east of William Temple Church of England School.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 37
Site name Sand Pit
NGR  SD 53674 31974
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22789
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old sand pit east of 23 Foregate.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 38
Site name Clay Pit
NGR  SD 54170 32088
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22790
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old clay pit at 78-80 Sharoe Green Lane. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 39
Site name Recreation Ground
NGR  SD 54809 31947
Site type  Land
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22791
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Recreation ground north of Fulwood Barracks. No longer extant
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 40
Site name Royal Garrison Hotel
NGR  SD 54743 31470
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22794
Statutory Designation -
Sources SMR; 1893 First Edition OS 1:2,500
Description  A hotel located at the junction of Watling Street and Deepdale Road.
Assessment The building is to the east of the site and will not be affected.
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Site number 41
Site name Prince Albert Hotel
NGR  SD 54811 31473
Site type  Building
Period Post-medieval?
SMR No 22795
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  A hotel located at the junction of Watling Street and Deepdale Road.
Assessment The building is to the east of the site and will not be affected.

Site number 42
Site name Clay Pits
NGR  SD 54706 31285
Site type  Quarry
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22796
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Old clay pits at the junction of Sir Tom Finney Way and Flintoff Way. No

longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 43
Site name Cricket Ground
NGR  SD 53703 31014
Site type  Recreation
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22798
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Cricket ground on Moor Park.
Assessment The park will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 44
Site name Bowling Green
NGR  SD 53845 30858
Site type  Recreation
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22799
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Bowling Green on Moor Park.
Assessment The park will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 45
Site name Infectious Diseases Hospital
NGR  SD 54425 31062
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22800
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Infectious diseases hospital, east of Elms School, Moor Park and Blackpool

Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.
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Site number 46
Site name Police Station
NGR  SD 54152 31556
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22801
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Police station at 87 Watling Street Road.
Assessment The building will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 47
Site name Vicarage
NGR  SD 54342 31563
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22802
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Vicarage at 113a Watling Street Road.
Assessment The building will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 48
Site name Lodge
NGR  SD 53878 31564
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22803
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Lodge opposite 53 Watling Street Road.  No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 49
Site name North End Club
NGR  SD 53933 31488
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22804
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  North End Club at 75 Victoria Road.
Assessment The building will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 50
Site name School
NGR  SD 53718 31438
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22805
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  School opposite 45 Victoria Road. No longer extant.
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.
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Site number 51
Site name Christ Church
NGR  SD 53763 31433
Site type  Church
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22806
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Church off Victoria Road.
Assessment The Church will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 52
Site name Post Office
NGR  SD 53799 31469
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22807
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  Post office at 57 Victoria Road.
Assessment The building will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 53
Site name North Lodge
NGR  SD 53799 31469
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22808
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  North Lodge adjacent to The Serpentine, Blackpool Road.
Assessment The building will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 54
Site name West Lodge
NGR  SD 53593 30832
Site type  Building
Period Post-medieval
SMR No 22810
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  West Lodge at junction of Garstang Road and Moor Park Avenue.
Assessment The building will be unaffected by the development.

Site number 55
Site name South Lodge
NGR  SD 54153 30763
Site type  Building
Period Nineteenth century
SMR No 22811
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1893 First Edition 1:2,500
Description  South Lodge at Moor Park Avenue. No longer extant
Assessment The site lies outside of the development area and will not be affected.
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Site number 56
Site name Fulwood Moor Race Track
NGR  SD 54850 31650
Site type  Race track
Period Post-medieval
SMR No 27044
Statutory Designation -
Sources Yates 1786; Greenwood 1822; Henet 1828-9; Hewitson 1883; Knight 1986
Description  An eighteenth-century horse racing course on Fulwood Moor run by Lord

Derby between 1786 and 1833.
Assessment The extent of the track lies to the east of the development and will not be

affected.

Site number 57
Site name Ribchester to Kirkham Roman Road
NGR  SD 55000 31500
Site type  Roman road
Period Roman
SMR No 15523
Statutory Designation -
Sources Margary 1957; OA North 2005
Description  As the Roman road enters Fulwood its course is generally accepted as close

to that of the current Watling Street (Margary Road 703).
Assessment The site lies to the south of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 58
Site name Wigan to Lancaster Roman Road
NGR 53792 31767
Site type Roman Road
Period Roman
SMR No 15531
Statutory Designation -
Sources Margary 1957
Description The exact route of the Wigan to Lancaster Roman road (Margary Road 70d)

through Fulwood is unknown. It is generally accepted that its alignment and
course are close to that of the current A6.

Assessment It is possible that the route of the road lies within the development area.

Site number 59
Site name Clay Pit
NGR SD 5390 3201
Site type Quarry
Period Twentieth century
SMR No 181
Statutory Designation -
Sources SMR; 1912  Second Edition OS 1:2,500
Description Old clay pit adjacent to the Savick Brook.
Assessment The site is to the north of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 60
Site name Turbine Pump House
NGR SD 5375 3195
Site type Building
Period Twentieth century
SMR No 182
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1912  Second Edition 1:2,500
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Description Turbine pump house adjacent to the Savick Brook.
Assessment The site is to the north of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 61
Site name Cadley Bridge
NGR SD 5330 3180
Site type Bridge
Period Twentieth century
SMR No 183
Statutory Designation -
Sources OS 1912 Second Edition 1:2,500
Description The bridge crosses the Savick Brook at Garstang Road.
Assessment The site is to the north-east of the development area and will not be affected.

Site number 62
Site name Battle of Preston
NGR SD 55100 31900
Site type Battlefield
Period Post-medieval
SMR No 1713
Statutory Designation -
Sources Hardwick 1882
Description The site of the Civil War Battle of Preston on Ribbleton Moor, 17th August

1648.
Assessment The battlefield may extend as far as the development site and may be

affected.
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5. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE REMAINS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 There are 62 sites of archaeological significance identified within the 1km
search radius, all of which were recorded on the SMR and are listed in detail
in the gazetteer (Section 4) and, where appropriate, within the Historical
Background (Section 3.2). The vast majority of the sites date to the post-
medieval period but two are of possible medieval date (Sites 05 and 11); two
of Roman date (Sites 57 and 58); and one is possibly Prehistoric (Site 10).
Only three of the sites have the potential to be affected by the proposed
development. These are the New Preston Union Workhouse (Site 01), the
Wigan to Lancaster Roman Road (Site 57), and the battlefield site of the Battle
of Preston (Site 62). In addition, there is the possibility of remains from the
buildings shown on Henet’s Map of 1828-29 (Fig 5). However, since they do
not subsequently appear on the 1847 Tithe Map (Fig 6) the accuracy of their
location may be doubted.

Period No of sites Sites

Prehistoric
(possible)

1? Earthwork at Six Acres (Site 10)

Roman 2 Ribchester-Kirkham Roman Road (Site 57), Wigan-
Lancaster Roman Road (Site 58)

Medieval
(possible)

2? Preston Moor Cross (Site 05), Earthwork off
Fulwood Hall Lane (Site 11)

Post-medieval 55 New Preston Union Workhouse (Site 01), Gate
Lodge (Site  02), Fulwood Barracks (Site 03), Grove
House (Site 04), Wrigan House (Site 06), Coin
Hoard (Site 07), Moor Park (Site 12), Earthwork off
Fulwood Hall Lane (Site 13), 3 Vicarages (Sites 14,
31, 46), 3 Wells (Sites 15, 16, 19), 2 Drinking
Fountains (Sites 17, 20), Milestone (Site 21), 3
Nurseries (Sites 22, 24-5), Glasshouses (Site 23), 2
Brick Field sites (Sites 26, 28), Aviary (Site 27),
Observatory (Site 29), 3 Public Houses/Hotels (Sites
30, 40, 41), 4 Recreation sites (Sites 31, 39, 43-4), 8
Clay/Sand pits (Sites 33-38, 42, 59), Hospital (Site
45), Police Station (Site 46), 4 Lodges (Sites 48, 53-
5), North End Club (Sites 49), School (Site 50),
Christ Church (Site 51), Fulwood Moor Race Track
(Site 56), Pump House (Site 60), Bridge (Site 61),
Battle of Preston (Site 62)

Undated 2 Crop Marks at Moor Park (Site 08), Mound at Eaves
Brook (Site 09)

Table 1: Number of sites by period

5.1.2 There are five statutory designations in place on sites within the search area;
including the New Preston Union Workhouse (Site 01), four buildings are
Grade II listed (Sites 02-04), whilst the Moor Park (Site 12) is designated as a
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Grade II listed park. No scheduled monuments were identified within the
search area. The New Preston Union Workhouse and its grounds, immediately
to the south of the development area, together with the nineteenth-century
housing estate opposite (south of Watling Street), are designated as a
Conservation Area.

5.2 CRITERIA

5.2.1 There are a number of different methodologies used to assess the
archaeological significance of sites; that to be used here is the ‘Secretary of
State’s criteria for scheduling ancient monuments’ which is included as Annex
4 of PPG 16 (DoE 1990). The sites previously listed (Section 4, above) were
each considered using the criteria, with the results presented below.

5.2.2 Period: the possible prehistoric site at Six Acres (Site 10) is unverified and
requires further research to confirm its date and character. The two Roman
roads (Sites 57 and 58) are features clearly indicative of their period and can
therefore be considered significant. The two potential medieval sites, the stone
cross pedestal (Site 05) and ringwork (Site 11) are both uncertain in terms of
date, so their significance is difficult to assess. The remaining datable sites are
all post-medieval and most are nineteenth-century. Of these, the New Preston
Union Workhouse (Site 01) is the most significant to the development, since
part of this complex lies within the development plot, and because it too is
definitive of a particular historical period. The registered field of the Battle of
Preston (Site 62) may also be considered significant in terms of the fact that it
is one of several site-types characteristic of the period of the English Civil
War.

5.2.3 Rarity: the Roman roads, Sites 57 and 58, are of regional significance. Though
they are not in themselves archaeologically rare, the discovery of the exact
course of the Wigan to Lancaster road (Site 58), which is otherwise the subject
of some conjecture, and which may lie within the development plot, would be
a significant addition to our knowledge of Roman Lancashire. Although the
route of Watling Street Roman road (Site 57) is much better understood and
clearly outside of the development area, it is feasible that settlement or burial
evidence associated with the junction of the two roads could potentially
survive. Evidence of such a settlement, without any military origins, would be
rare within Lancashire and could be considered regionally significant at the
least.

5.2.4 As a registered battlefield, that of the Battle of Preston is also rare, as it is one
of only 43 such sites in England. The Preston Moor Hoard is also a regionally
rare example of a post-medieval hoard, and should be considered of
significance. Also nationally rare are the Fulwood Barracks (Site 03),
contemporary examples of which, although once common, now rarely survive:
Fulwood is the only remaining example of a mid-nineteenth century scheme
for the North-West (OA North 2005). In terms of rarity, the Fulwood and
Preston Moor race courses (Site 56) are of regional significance, as is the
Grade II Listed New Preston Union Workhouse (Site 01).

5.2.5 Documentation: the study of the New Preston Union Workhouse would
benefit from a comprehensive analysis of the surviving documentation; an
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undertaking beyond the remit of this study. This includes the Guardian’s
Minutes (1838-1930), two Registers of Births (1868-93), one Register of
Baptisms, two Chaplain’s Report Books (1926), and the 1881 Census for the
New Union Workhouse, all of which lend greater significance to the site.
Extensive documentary source material is also available for the Fulwood
Barracks (OA North 2005) and the Battle of Preston. The understanding of the
study area has been informed above all by the surviving map evidence (Figs 3-
11).

5.2.6 Group Value: the landscape surrounding the site and more generally around
the Preston area provides multiple parallels for those sites identified within the
study area. The workhouses of Preston are an extremely valuable resource for
the study of social history, architecture and archaeology. Likewise the early
nineteenth-century urban developments in the environs of the workhouse have
an intrinsic group value, and this is reflected by their designation, together
with that of the workhouse, as a Conservation Area. Although it is not possible
to draw a direct link, the Preston Moor coin hoard (Site 07) and the Battle of
Preston (Site 62) are contemporary and may be considered to share a group
relationship. Some small group value may also be assigned to the widespread
evidence for quarry extraction evidenced by the clay and sand pits (Sites 33-
38, 42 and 59) and the four recreation grounds (Sites 31, 39 and 43-4), as well
as the regionally significant racing tracks (Site 56). Other examples of similar,
but otherwise unrelated, sites from the nineteenth century include the
Brickfield sites (Sites 26 and 28), the inns (Sites 30, 40 and 41), wells (Sites
15, 16 and 19), vicarages (Sites 14, 31 and 46) and lodges (Sites 48 and 53-5).
The group value of such sites is fairly low, however, given that they share no
direct relationships beyond their shared functions, and cannot, therefore, be
considered to be anything more than locally significant.

5.2.7 Survival/Condition: from the evidence of the site walkover it is apparent that
the nineteenth- and twentieth-century developments have resulted in
considerable ground disturbance. Any Roman, Civil War, or earlier remains
surviving as below ground features will be vulnerable to these works. There is
potential, however, for archaeology to survive intact between the footprints of
those hospital buildings presently being demolished and potentially even
within the foundations of those structures that are uncellared; this will only be
fully observable once demolition works are complete, however. The majority
of nineteenth-century sites within the study area survive in a good state of
preservation and for those protected by statutory designations, this is likely to
remain the case. The condition of those that are no longer extant is harder to
assess, but in any case, lie outside of the development area.

5.2.8 Fragility/Vulnerability: any surviving archaeological remains within the
development area will be extremely vulnerable to the proposed development,
with any remains associated with any Roman road junction settlement
particularly susceptible. The fragility of the battlefield (Site 62) is harder to
assess, given that any physical remains, other than burials, are likely to be
restricted to chance finds. The main T-plan workhouse building (Site 01)
could be considered susceptible to the noise and vibrations from the adjacent
on-going demolition works, but to date no damage has been recorded.
Depending upon the nature of the proposed development, it is possible that
there will be a negative impact upon the visual setting of the workhouse, but,
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considering the nature of those structures replaced by the present development,
this change of setting might equally be considered an improvement. The
imposing frontage of the workhouse will remain unaffected, unless the
development is to include the construction of tall buildings. None of the other
sites that lie beyond the limits of the development will be adversely affected.

5.2.9 Diversity: although the range of sites within the development area is quite
diverse in terms of date and function, none show a great deal of diversity in
terms of their individual use. It can be argued that the New Preston Union
Workhouse (Site 01) demonstrates some diversity of usage during the
twentieth century, with its development into a hospital.

5.2.10 Potential: the map overlay in Figure 12 shows the development of the hospital
footprint from 1932 to 2001. First, it demonstrates the survival of elements of
the core workhouse hospital (prior to their recent demolition). Second, it
shows the degree of likely ground disturbance resulting from the Sharoe Green
Hospital building works. The degree of ground truncation in areas outside of
these developments is uncertain, though it is likely to be less severe at the
northern end, where during the site visit it was observed that there was an
absence of cellaring within this area of reduced ground level. Despite these
known past ground disturbances, the possibility remains for the survival of
important archaeology. Considerable archaeological potential is presented by
the proximity of the site to the two Roman roads (Sites 57 and 58); indeed, it
is possible that the line of the Wigan to Lancaster road lies within the
development plot, as might any associated Roman settlement and burial
evidence (Site 58). The immediacy of the Civil War Battle of Preston also
raises the possibility of finds of the period, such as the Fulwood Moor hoard
(Site 07), or other remains, such as burials or weaponry resulting from the
engagement. Such finds have the potential to be informative about the extent
of this action, but, given the fact that few finds directly associated with the
battle are likely to be recovered from stratified deposits, and are likely to be
somewhat disparate in nature, their potential for adding any further
information to an already large body of knowledge of the English Civil War is
perhaps limited. Any burials associated with the battle would have greater
potential to add to an understanding of post-medieval physical anthropology,
battle wounds and the treatment of combatants; however, the chances of
finding burials outside of known churchyards would seem small.

5.3 SIGNIFICANCE

5.3.1 The statutory designated sites, including the four listed buildings (Sites 01-04)
and the registered park (Site 12), together with the registered battlefield (Site
62), are considered to be of special architectural or historic importance and
possess recognised regional or, in the case of the Fulwood barracks (Site 03),
national significance. As one of only a few surviving such sites, The New
Preston Workhouse can be argued to be of regional significance on the
grounds of rarity and of historical and architectural importance. Regrettably,
the archive for the workhouse is greatly diminished, with only a relative few
sources surviving, reducing somewhat the potential of the site for holistic
historical, social and architectural analysis. Of the remaining sites identified
during the research, only the Roman roads (Sites 57 and 58) and the Preston
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Moor Hoard (Site 07) can be attributed any great regional significance in
terms of the criteria assessed within Section 5.2, with the remainder of sites
being only of local significance.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1.1 The T-plan main block of the New Preston Union Workhouse (Site 01) lies
outside the limits of the development area and will be indirectly impacted upon
by the demolition of its late nineteenth- and twentieth-century rear hospital
range and the associated change of visual setting of the Grade II listed
workhouse building; the impressive front aspect of the structure should,
however, remain unaffected. Since becoming the Sharoe Green Hospital in
1932, the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century buildings of the rear hospital
range have been increasingly altered by later structural additions and removals
(Figs 9-12). An inspection by LCAS established that internal modifications and
the derelict state of these hospital buildings precluded any safe preservation by
record (D Moir pers comm); what little remained of these structures was
mostly under demolition at the time of the site visit. Only one red brick
building, built between 1912 and 1932, is being maintained at the eastern limit
of the site (Plate 5; Fig 12).

6.1.2 In view of the findings of the survey and the nature of the present demolition,
it is recommended that a watching brief be maintained during any
groundworks within otherwise undisturbed western and south-western areas of
the development site that might have some potential to be informative
regarding the position of the Wigan to Lancaster Roman road (Site 58),
together with any associated settlement. If significant archaeology is found to
survive, which cannot be preserved in situ, the archaeologist(s) will need to be
provided sufficient time to clean, record and sample the findings, so that
preservation by record can be facilitated. This should be undertaken in
accordance with the guidelines outlined in English Heritage’s The
Management of Archaeological Projects, Second Edition. It is also
recommended that contact is maintained with LCAS throughout the
archaeological monitoring.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND

1.2.1 Kingsfold Developments (hereafter the ‘client’) has requested that Oxford Archaeology
North (OA North) submit a design for a programme of archaeological investigation to be
undertaken in association with the proposed development of the former Sharoe Green
Hospital, Fulwood, Preston (NGR SD 53930 31640; Planning Reference 064/2005/0182).
Following consultation with Lancashire County Archaeology Service, it was determined that,
as part of the fulfilment of discharging Planning Condition 17, the compilation of an
archaeological desk-based assessment will be necessary for informing further decisions
regarding the nature of any appropriate future archaeological investigation of the site. The
following document represents a project design to meet this initial requirement.

1.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1.2.1 The development site lies just to the north of the centre of modern Preston and covers an
area of roughly 4ha. The earliest known activity within the vicinity of the site would appear
to be the Watling Street Roman road (Margary Road 703; 1973) which runs roughly
east/west c 150m to the south of the proposed development site. To the south-east of the
development site, the line of Watling Street is transected by the north/south aligned Roman
road between Lancaster and Wigan (Margary 70c/d; 1973). Such road junctions were often
the focus of contemporary activity, although at present, concrete evidence has yet to be
found within the immediate area of the development site.

1.2.2 Sharoe Green hospital itself was built as Preston’s Union Workhouse during the second half
of the nineteenth century. By the 1930s, as part of the Poor Law Institution, the workhouse
had become a hospital, an affinity it lost after the Second World War, when it became a
general hospital. Although the outer elements of several of the original workhouse buildings
survived until recently, internal modifications associated with their more recent hospital use
meant that no internal feature of interest remained, whilst their derelict state precluded any
safe recording (D Moir, pers comm).

1.3 OXFORD ARCHAEOLOGY NORTH

1.3.1 Oxford Archaeology North has considerable experience of sites of all periods, having undertaken
a great number of small and large scale projects throughout Northern England during the past 24
years. Evaluations, assessments, watching briefs and excavations have taken place within the
planning process, to fulfil the requirements of clients and planning authorities, to very rigorous
timetables.

1.3.2 OA North has the professional expertise and resources to undertake the project detailed below to
a high level of quality and efficiency. OA North is an Institute of Field Archaeologists (IFA)
registered organisation, registration number 17, and all its members of staff operate subject to the
IFA Code of Conduct.

2. OBJECTIVES

2.1 The following programme has been designed to identify any known surviving archaeological
deposits in and immediately around the development area. The required stages to achieve this
end are as follows:

2.2 Desk-based assessment: to provide a desk-based assessment of the site to identify the
archaeological potential prior to any development (in accordance with the IFA standards
(1999)), to quantify the size of the documentary archive pertaining to the former hospital and
workhouse.
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2.3 Visual Inspection: to conduct a walkover of the development site in order to identify surface
features of potential archaeological interest, areas of disturbance, hazards and constraints to
any further archaeological investigation.

2.4 Report and Archive: a written report will present the results of the desk-based assessment
and assess the significance of the data generated by this programme within a local and
regional context. It would make an assessment of the archaeological potential of the area,
based on the nature and degree of any previous ground disturbance on site and will seek to
make recommendations for further work.

3. METHOD STATEMENT

3.1 DESK-BASED ASSESSMENT

3.1.1 Introduction: a desk-based assessment is usually undertaken as the first stage of a
programme of archaeological recording. Prior to development of the site, further intrusive
investigation may be required. It is not intended to reduce the requirement for evaluation,
excavation or preservation of known or presumed archaeological deposits, but it will provide
an appraisal of archaeological constraints and a guide to any requirement for further
archaeological work.

3.1.2 The following will be undertaken as appropriate, depending on the availability of source
material. The level of such work will be dictated by the time scale of the project.

3.1.3 Documentary and Cartographic Material: this work will include consultation of the
Lancashire Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) as well as the County Records Office, both
in Preston. Data from these sources will inform a review of all known and available resources
of information relating to a study area comprising a 1km radius centred on the site of the
proposed development. The aim of this is to give consideration not only to the application
site, but also its setting in terms of historical and archaeological contexts. These include:

• published and unpublished documentary sources

• data held in local and national archaeological databases

• printed and manuscript maps

• place and field-name evidence

• evidence for township, ecclesiastical and other ancient boundaries

• aerial photographs in both national and local collections

• other photographic/illustrative evidence

• local museum catalogues and artefactual evidence

• engineering/borehole data where applicable

• geological/soil surveys

3.1.4 Lancashire SMR, Preston: the SMR is a database of known archaeological sites within the
County. It also holds an extensive library of published materials and aerial photographs for
consultation.
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3.1.5 Lancashire County Record Office, Preston: the office in Preston holds the main source of
primary documentation; both maps and documents for the study area and its immediate
surroundings.

3.1.6 Map regression analysis: a cartographic analysis will be undertaken as it has the potential to
inform the post-medieval occupation and land-use of the area and its development through to
its modern-day or most recent use. This provides one method of highlighting areas of
potential archaeological interest. Particular emphasis will be on the early cartographic
evidence and will include estate maps, tithe maps, and Ordnance Survey maps, through to
present mapping, where possible. Also, although some inaccuracies must be allowed for,
computerised superimposition of the current structures and the proposed development areas
will greatly improve the understanding of the likely impact of any development, and can
greatly influence the necessity for and placement of any evaluation trenches in any particular
area.

3.1.7 Geological/Soil Surveys: a rapid desk-based compilation of geological (both solid and drift),
pedological, topographical and palaeoenvironmental information will be undertaken. It will
be based on published geological mapping and any local geological surveys in the possession
of the County Council or the client.

3.1.8 Other Sources: resources permitting, public libraries and OA North’s own library will also
be consulted for secondary sources, as will any relevant material in readily available private
collections.

3.2 SITE VISIT

3.2.1 Following the desk-based assessment, the site will be visited in order to relate the existing
topography and land use to research findings, and assess evidence not available through
documentary sources. It will also provide an understanding for areas of impact by the
proposed redevelopment.

3.2.2 The survey will note present land use, the condition and visibility of features identified in
the documentary research and any features of potential archaeological interest, any areas of
potentially significant disturbance, and hazards and constraints to undertaking further
archaeological work on site.

3.3 REPORT AND ARCHIVE

3.3.1 Report: one bound and one unbound copy of the final report will be submitted to the client
within two months of completion of fieldwork. Should the client require a draft report, bound
and unbound copies of such reports can be provided on request, within three weeks of the
completion of each stage of the programme of work. Three copies of the report will be
submitted to the Lancashire SMR. The report will include:

• a site location plan related to the national grid

• a front cover to include the planning application number and the NGR

• the dates on which each phase of the programme of work was undertaken

• a concise, non-technical summary of the results

• a description of the methodology employed, work undertaken and results obtained
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• an interpretation of the desk-based assessment results and their significance, using the
‘Secretary of State’s criteria for scheduling ancient monuments’ included as Annex 4 of
PPG 16 (DoE 1990)

• monochrome and colour photographs as appropriate

• a summary of the impact of the development on any archaeological remains and, where
possible, a model of potential archaeological deposits within as-yet unexplored areas of
the development site

• a copy of this project design, and indications of any agreed departure from that design

• the report will also include a complete bibliography of sources from which data has been
derived

• an index to the archive will be included as an appendix to the report.

3.3.2 This report will be in the same basic format as this project design; a copy of the report can be
provided in .pdf format on CD, if required. Recommendations concerning any subsequent
mitigation strategies and/or further archaeological work following the results of the field
evaluation will be provided in a separate communication.

3.3.3 Confidentiality: all internal reports to the client are designed as documents for the specific
use of the client, for the particular purpose as defined in the project brief and project design,
and should be treated as such. They are not suitable for publication as academic documents
or otherwise without amendment or revision.

3.3.4 Archive: the results of all archaeological work carried out will form the basis for a full
archive to professional standards, in accordance with current English Heritage guidelines
(Management of Archaeological Projects, Second Edition, 1991). The project archive will
include summary processing and analysis of all features, finds, or palaeoenvironmental data
recovered during fieldwork, which will be catalogued by context.

3.3.5 The deposition of a properly ordered and indexed project archive in an appropriate repository
is essential and archive will be provided in the English Heritage Centre for Archaeology
format and a synthesis will be submitted to the Lancashire SMR (the index to the archive and
a copy of the report). OA North practice is to deposit the original record archive of projects
with the appropriate Record Office.

4. HEALTH AND SAFETY

4.1 OA North provides a Health and Safety Statement for all projects and maintains a Unit
Safety policy. All site procedures are in accordance with the guidance set out in the Health
and Safety Manual compiled by the Standing Conference of Archaeological Unit Managers
(1997). A written risk assessment will be undertaken in advance of project commencement
and copies will be made available on request to all interested parties.

4.2 Full regard will, of course, be given to all constraints (services etc) during the fieldwork as
well as to all Health and Safety considerations. Information regarding services within the
study area have been received and will be used during the course of the evaluation.

5. PROJECT MONITORING

5.1 Whilst the work is undertaken for the client, LCAS will be kept fully informed of the work
and its results, and will be notified a week in advance of the commencement of the fieldwork.
After its submission to LCAS any proposed changes to the project design will be agreed with
LCAS in consultation with the client.  Fieldwork will be monitored by the LCAS Assistant
Archaeologist on behalf of the developer.
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6. WORK TIMETABLE

6.1 DESK-BASED ASSESSMENT AND VISUAL INSPECTION

6.1.1 Approximately six days will be required for this stage of the programme.

6.2 REPORT

6.2.1 Copies of the report, as outlined in Section 3.5.1, will be issued to the client and other
relevant parties within two months of the completion of fieldwork, unless otherwise agreed
prior to the commencement of fieldwork.

6.3 ARCHIVE

6.3.1 The archive will be deposited within six months following submission of the report, unless
otherwise instructed.

7. STAFFING

7.1 The project will be under the direct management of Stephen Rowland (OA North Project
Manager) to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Current time-tabling precludes
the allocation of specific members of staff at this juncture, but OA North can guarantee  that
the desk-based assessment and visual inspection will be undertaken by an OA North
supervisor experienced in such work and capable of carrying out projects of all sizes.

8. INSURANCE

8.1 OA North has a professional indemnity cover to a value of £2,000,000; proof of which can be
supplied as required.

9. REFERENCES
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Plate 1: The New Preston Union Workhouse

Plate 2: View looking east across the site



Plate 3: Example of the ground disturbance in the eastern section of the site

Plate 4: Example of the ground disturbance in the southern section of the site



Plate 5: Building to be maintained




